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Abstract 

We report a study of the hadronic branching fractions of the II2 meson, which 

is used to extract an upper limit on the absolute branching fraction for 0: -+ $x+. 

A search is made for fully reconstructed events from the reaction eSe- + D,**D,‘, 

D** + yD$, s using a data sample of 6.30 f 0.46 pb-r, collected at fi = 4.14 GeV 

with the Mark III detector at SPEAR. No candidate events are observed in twenty- 

eight exclusive rD,SD; final states. The measured relative D$ branching fractions 

and crB(D$ -+ &r+) are used to establish the limit B(D$ + &r+) < 4.1% at 90% 

confidence level. 
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Relative decay rates for a number of 0: decay modes1 have been measured. 
- 

c Determination of the absolute branching fractions from measurements of uB has 

-. been more difficult because knowledge of the D$ production cross section is re- 

quired. The b ranching fractions may, however, be determined independently of 

cr in e+e- annihilation in the charm resonance region, with a technique based on 

full reconstruction of D, pairs (“double-tags”). The absolute branching fraction 

for D$ + qh+ is used in the interpretation of measurements of B meson decays 

to D,; estimates of B4,t E B(D$ + &r+) = 2-3% have been obtained from e+e- 

2-4 experiments at higher energies. These estimates are based on assumptions about 

the charm production cross section, the probability that a D$ is formed from a 

charm quark, and the DQ momentum spectrum. The double-tag method does not 

rely on these assumptions. 

- 

-‘ ‘- 

We report herein the results of a search5 for fully reconstructed Dz*Dz events 

at J;F = 4.14GeV, using the following D$ modes: +r+, Ii”K+, fo(975)7r+, 

I;‘*(892)“Ic+, I?*“Ic*+, qhr+7r+7r-, and @+x0. The twenty-eight possible double- 

tag final states are considered. In e+e- collisions at this energy, D$ production is 

dominated by the reaction e’e- + D,‘*Dz + yD$D;.’ The number of produced 

events with 0: + mode i and 0, + mode j is proportional to aB& bibj, where 

g E a(e+e- + D,**Dz) and bi E B(D$ + modei)/B(D$ + (6~~). The 

absolute branching fraction B$,t may then be determined from the double-tag 

event rate and the measured oB+,t and bi. We have used this technique to place 

a model-independent upper limit on Bb,t. 

The data sample of 6.30 f 0.46 pb-r was collected with the Mark III detector’ 

at the SLAC e+e- storage ring SPEAR. In this analysis, data from the main drift 
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chamber, the time-of-flight system, and the electromagnetic calorimeter are used. 
- 

c For a particular ro$o; final state, all events which contain the correct number 

-. of charged tracks and at least the correct number of photons are selected. All 

showers in the calorimeter not associated with charged tracks are considered to be 

photon candidates. No restriction is placed on the number of extra photons because 

spurious showers may be created by K* decay products, hadronic interactions, 

and electronic noise. Time-of-flight information is used to identify charged x and 

I< candidatess All combinations of photons and particle identification hypotheses 

consistent with the final state under study are formed. For each combination 

a kinematic fit which imposes total event energy and momentum conservation 
. 

conditions (four constraints) is performed; combinations with x2 < 50 are retained 

for further consideration. The fitted photon energies are required to be greater 

than 50 h{eV; the detection efficiency is well modeled above this energy. 

- 

L .- 

Within each track combination, candidates for the decays Q$ + mode i and 

0, + mode j are formed from all permutations of identical particles in the 

combination. The number of permutations is considerably reduced by requirements 

on the resonant substructure of the D, decay modes.’ 

Further background rejection is achieved by imposing additional kinematic con- 

straints on the candidate events. Kinematic fits to the hypotheses e+e- + O,‘+Q 

and O~-D$ are attempted for each track permutation, requiring M(+y@) = 

Al(Dg) = 2.109 GeV/c 2.6 The D, candidates in the event are constrained to have 

equal but unspecified mass M(X); th is q uantity is determined in the fit. The fit 

with the smaller x2 is retained, with the confidence level requirement CL(x2) > 5%. 

Double-tag events would produce a signal at the o$ mass in the resulting M(X) 
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distribution. 
- 

C  
.m  For each final state, a signal region in the M(X) distribution is selected 

-. which contains 95% of a Monte Carlo-generated signal. The half-widths of the 

signal regions range from 8 to 30 hIeV/c 2. Figure 1 shows the combined M(X) 

distribution for the twenty-eight double-tag final states. No signal events are 

observed. 

An upper limit on B#,t is found by computing the likelihood of observing zero 

candidate events as a function of Bd,t. The expected number of reconstructed 

.- 
double-tag events is [aLB4,t]B+t C bibjcij, where L is the integrated luminosity 

. and eij is the detection efficiency for double-tag final state i vs. j. The measured 

10. quantities used as inputs are . aLBd,t = 156 f 38;’ bRoKt = 0.92 f 0.38T2 

bfO,+ = 0.28 f0.10,13 bK.oKt = 0.93f0.12,14-17 bK.oK.t = 2.3f 1.4f6 b4,t,t,- = 

0.41 III o.10y5@ and bd,+,o = 2.4f 1.l.l’ The detection efficiencies are determined 

with a h!Ionte Carlo simulation. The likelihood function ,C( Bd,t , oLBd,t , bi) is 
- 

constructed with Poisson statistics for the number of observed events and Gaussian 

errors for the measured quantities. Correlations between the measurements of 

aLBd,t, bpli+, and bR.Oli+ are taken into account. The marginal rikelihoodlg 

W& [Fig. 21 is computed by integrating L(B4,+, aLBti,t, b;) with respect to 

the seven measured quantities oLB4,t and the bi.20 The upper limit of a 90% 

likelihood interval is B4,t = 3.8%.21 The number of signal events expected for 

B4,t = 3.8% is 2.8, using the measured central values of aLBd,t and bi. The 

uncertainty on the number of signal events includes contributions from the charged 

and neutral track reconstruction efficiency (7%), hgonte Carlo statistics (2%), 

and the efficiency of the resonance and signal region requirements (2%). These 
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contributions are added in quadrature to give a total of 8%. This uncertainty is 
- 

c included by increasing the limit by l/(1 - O.OS), which yields 

-. 
B(L),+ -+ $ihr+> < 4.1% 

at 90% CL. 

In summary, we have obtained the first model-independent limit on the ab- 

solute branching fraction for 0: + @r+. Theoretical predictions for B4,+ are 

22-24 
approximately 3%, consistent with the upper limit presented, and with previous 

estimates. The experimental results imply that a large fraction of @ decays have 

not yet been observed. 
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Figure 1 Combined M(X) d’ t ‘b t IS rl u ion (unshaded histogram). The arrows 

indicate the widest signal region (f20MeV/c2) among the double-tag final states 

which yield entries between 1.85 and 2.05 GeV/c2. The shaded histogram shows 

the expected signal for B4st = 4.1%. 
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Figure 2 Marginal likelihood L(B++). Th e value B+t = 3.8% is indicated by 

the arrow. The vertical scale is arbitrary. 
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